
Course plan 2018 for the ourse TMMS11: Models

of Mehanis.

Anders Klarbring

1 General

The ourse onsists of letures (föreläsningar), lassworks (lektioner) and

tutorials. The letures are primarily spent on presentation of the theoretial

ontent; during lassworks, solutions to exerises are presented; and during

tutorials we disuss solutions handed in by the student the day before the

tutorial.

Four home assignments should be presented in written form. These are

desribed in Setion 7 and are the following:

• Central fore motion for di�erent hypothetial �gravitational� laws.

• Comparison between a Timoshenko beam and an Euler-Bernoulli beam.

• Shallow water equations

• Visosity measurement formula.

Course requirements are given in more detail below.

Leture notes an be found at https://modelsofmehanis.wordpress.om/.

2 Teahers

• Anders Klarbring (AK), o�e 3A:978

• Stefan Lindström (SL), o�e 3A:987
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3 Course material

The ourse text book

• A Klarbring, Models of Mehanis, Springer 2006

an be bought from Bokakademin (Kårallen). It an also be downloaded as

an E-book from Linköping University library.
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4 Organization

• Introdution

� 2 letures

� 1 tutorial

• Disrete model

� 2 letures

� 1 exerises

� 1 tutorial

� home assignment (omputer session)

• 1D model

� General

∗ 2 letures

∗ 1 exerise

� Pipe �ow

∗ 2 letures

∗ 1 exerise

� Small displ. theory � beams

∗ 2 letures

∗ 1 exerise

∗ home assignment (omputer session)

� Shallow water equation

∗ 1 leture

∗ 2 tutorials

∗ omputer session

• 3D model

� General

∗ 1 leture

� Small displ. theory � linear elastiity

∗ 1 leture

� Fluid

∗ 1 leture

∗ 1 exerise

∗ home assignment
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5 Shedule (for the �rst part of the ourse)

Eah oasion takes 2× 45 minutes, and is a leture (L), a lasswork session

(E) or a tutorial (T).

Oasion L/E/T Contents Date and time

1 L Introdution, universal laws I (AK) 3/9 10-12

2 L Introdution, universal laws II (AK) 6/9 8-10

3 T Tutorial 1 (AK) 7/9 15-17

4 L The disrete model I (AK) 10/9 10-12

5 L The disrete model II (AK) 11/9 15-17

6 E Exerises in Chapter 4 (SL) 18/9 15-17

7 T Tutorial 2 (SL) 21/9 15-17

8 L 1D model, general I (AK) 27/9 8-10

9 L 1D model, general II (AK) 2/10 13-157

10 E Exerises in Chapter 5 (SL) 4/10 8-10

11 L 1D model, pipe �ow I (AK) 8/10 10-12

12 L 1D model, pipe �ow II (AK) 9/10 13-15

13 T Tutorial 3, omputer session (SL) 9/10 15-17

14 E Exerises in Chapter 10 (AK) 16/10 15-17

15 T Tutorial 4 (AK) 18/10 8-10
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6 Course requirements

1. It is mandatory to hand in solutions for exerises to be disussed at

tutorials, as desribed in Setion 9.

2. Eah of the four home assignments are graded by a sale from 1 to 5

points. To pass the ourse (i.e., to be given at least the grade 3) a

minimum of 2 points is required on eah assignment. Grade 4 requires

a minimum total of 13 points and grade 5 a minimum total of 17 points.

Eah assignment has two deadlines. If the �rst deadline is meet, the

assignment is returned graded with omments in a few days, and a

orreted version an be handed in before the seond deadline. Results

from the �rst deadline do not a�et the �nal grade.

Central fore motion for di�erent hypothetial �gravitational�

laws. First deadline Otober 16. Seond deadline November

5.

Comparison between a Timoshenko beam and an Euler-Bernoulli

beam. First deadline ?. Seond deadline ?.

Shallow water equations. First deadline ?. Seond deadline ?.

Visosity measurement formula. First deadline ?. Seond dead-

line ?.

If failing to make the seond deadlines, in general, only grade 3 is given, and

an additional oral test may be required.

7 Home assignments

7.1 Central fore motion for hypothetial �gravitational� laws

Consider two bodies modeled as partiles, and a�eting eah other by an

attrating entral fore

f(d) =
k

dα
,

where k and α are real onstants with k > 0 and −1 ≤ α ≤ 2, and d is the

distane between the two partiles. The lassial Newton's law of gravitation

is reovered as a speial ase when α = 2 and k = Gm1m2, where G is the

universal onstant of gravity and m1 and m2 are the masses of the two

partiles.

• Show that the enter of mass of the two-partile system has zero a-

eleration.
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• Derive an equation of motion for the relative distane between the

partiles, i.e., if r(X1, t) and r(X2, t) are position vetors for the two

partiles, derive a seond order equation for the relative distane r =
r(X1, t)− r(X2, t) of the type

γr̈ = F , (1)

where expressions for γ > 0 and F should be given.

• Show that the motion will always take plae in one and the same

plane of the physial spae. (An optional problem that may take some

alulation!)

• Introdue a artesian base and solve (1) for di�erent values of α using

MATLAB. Let the values of the other onstants, γ and k, be in the

order of unity for numerial onditioning. (This is no restrition, f.

the introdution of dimensionless variables in Tutorial 6.) Is there

a di�erene in the general behavior when α = −1 and 2 from when

−1 < α < 2?

• Write a report inluding a derivation of the governing equations, nu-

merial results with omments and your MATLAB ode. It is expeted

that the report is written using full sentenes and with all notations

being de�ned.

• Consult the literature on the two-body entral fore problem and Bertrand's

theorem. Desribe in your report how your numerial results relate to

Bertrand's theorem.

7.2 Comparison between a Timoshenko beam and an Euler-

Bernoulli beam

Consider a beam built in at both ends. The beam is straight with onstant

ross setion area and subjeted to a uniformly distributed normal fore

per unit length, bn(s) = b̂n = const.. The shear fator k appearing in the

Timoshenko beam theory an be identi�ed as k = κ2AG, where κ2 is a fator
depending on the shape of the ross setion and Poisson's ratio, A is the ross

setion area and G is the shear modulus. For a retangular ross-setion and

Poisson's ratio ν = 0.3, κ2 ≃ 0.85.
Consider the following ases:

1. Short Beam

(a) Solve the Timoshenko beam problem for this situation, using equation-

based modeling in COMSOL. Plot

1

the transverse displaement

1

To open a new Figure window: Postproessing → Plot Parameters/General/Plot

in:/New �gure
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un and the shearing
2 εn = ∂un/∂x−ϕ along the beam. Determine

the maximum displaement

3

.

(b) Compute the maximum displaement for the orresponding two-

dimensional problem using the Strutural Mehanis Module (SMM/Plane

Stress) in COMSOL.

() Compute the maximum displaements for the Timoshenko and

Euler-Bernoulli beam using losed-form solutions. (This problem

will be addressed in a lass work session.)

(d) Investigate what happens if you inrease the shear fator in COM-

SOL. Do you get the result of the Euler-Bernoulli beam? When

do you enounter numerial problems?

2. Long Beam Repeat (a), () and (d). Solution of (b) for the long

beam is not mandatory.

Write a report inluding a derivation of the governing equations and numer-

ial results with omments. It is expeted that the report is written using

full sentenes and with all notations being de�ned.

There are two versions of COMSOL Multiphysis available on the om-

puters in the omputer lab. Be areful to hoose COMSOL version 5.0 in

Windows Start Menu!

7.3 Shallow water equations

The �ow of water as it approahes a beah is essentially a one-dimensional

mehanial motion if we average (neglet) the variation of veloity with

depth. The purpose of this assignment is to develop suh a one-dimensional

model and investigate its behavior by numerial simulation and reasoning

based on losed form solutions. It an also be onluded that other water

�ow situations where the whole water mass from bottom to surfae is in

motion, suh as a tsunami, an be modelled in this way.

Step 1: Governing equations

Starting from general priniples, establish the following two governing equa-

tions:

(a) For isohori motion it holds that

∂h

∂t
+

∂

∂s
((h + h0)v) = 0, (2)

where

2

Postproessing → Plot Parameters/Line/Expression. Here, a new variable an be

de�ned. ∂un/∂x = ux et.

3

Postproessing → Plot Parameters/General/Selet Max/min marker
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• s is the horizontal oordinate and t denotes time;

• h = h(s, t) measures the water level deviation from a ertain

referene level;

• h0 = h0(s) gives the water depth (bottom to referene level);

• v = v(s, t) is the veloity of the water.

Figure 1 illustrates the situation.

Figure 1: The geometry of shallow water.

(b) The equation of motion (Euler I) results in

∂v

∂t
+ v

∂v

∂s
+ g

∂h

∂s
= 0, (3)

where g is the aeleration of gravitation.

Equation (3) an be derived by generalizing the approah of Setion

6.6 in the textbook. The domain P̂t is illustrated in Figure 2. We

substitute the following two terms into equation (6.16) of the textbook:

qV = −ρgey, (4)

p = p∗ + ρg(h(x, t) − y), (5)

where ρ is the density, p∗ is the atmospheri pressure at the water level,

y is the vertial oordinate and ey is the upward unit vetor. Equation

(5) is known as the hydrostati assumption. It an be shown to be

exatly valid in the present ase due to no vertial veloity.
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Figure 2: The domain P̂t and the hydrostati assumption.

Step 2: Linearization and wave speed

Equations (2) and (3) onstitute, together with appropriate boundary on-

ditions and data in the form of g and h0, a mathematial problem for the

unknown funtions h(s, t) and v(s, t). In fat, it is a nonlinear wave propa-

gation problem that an be written in a simultaneous form as

∂

∂t

(

h
v

)

= −
(

v h+ h0
g v

)

∂

∂s

(

h
v

)

−
(

∂h0

∂s
v

0

)

. (6)

Linearize (6) at v = 0 and h = 0, and �nd an expression for the wave

speed. Here you may wish to ompare to reports on times when di�erent

ountries were hit by the 2004 tsunami (or some other tsunami for whih

there is data available).

Step 3: Shore waves

Solve (6) and its linearized ounterpart by means of COMSOL for some

appropriate depth pro�les h0 and boundary onditions. You may wish to use

dimensionless variables. Compare the two numerial solutions and ompare

also to D'Alambert's analytial solution. Suggested boundary onditions

may be

• At deep water we may assume h = sinωt at a ertain loation x
left

and for some frequeny ω. This an be a boundary ondition for a

shallow water equation valid between x
left

and the shore at x
right

. What

boundary onditions may be assumed at x
right

?

Step 4: Tsunami

To simulate a tsunami one ould attempt to let h0 depend on time and plae

in some appropriate way to simulate an earthquake at the bottom of the see.
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What modi�ations of the equations need to be done for this? Make some

simulations!

7.4 Visosity measurement formula

Consider a Newtonian �uid on�ned to the spae between two onentri

ylinders as in Figure 3. The inner ylinder moves axially with a onstant

veloity ν relative to the outer ylinder. A way of measuring the visosity of

the �uid is to measure the external axial fore required for maintaining the

relative veloity. The exerise involves deriving a formula for this axial fore

by �rst deriving the veloity �eld of the �uid. Rotational symmetry as well

as laminar �ow, meaning that only the axial veloity omponent of the �uid

is non-zero, may be assumed.

Clearly ylindrial oordinates are favorably used, so a �rst step is to

establish the relevant equations in a ylindrial frame. The details of this

step need not be detailed in the report, while other steps in the derivation

should be arefully desribed. Again, it is expeted that the report is written

using full sentenes and with all notations being de�ned.

Figure 3: Two onentri ylinders in axial movement.

8 General omments on reports

The reports should be in the form of proper sienti� papers, i.e.,

• All notations used need to be de�ned. The only exeptions may be

things like π ≈ 3.14.

• Assumptions (or simpli�ations) should be learly stated, and you

should distinguish between mathematial assumptions and assump-

tions of physial origin. These assumptions should be part of a o-

herent dedution ending in the omplete problems being solved and

investigated.

• The language should not be the type of shorthand language that a

teaher may use on a blak (white) board. Grammatially orret full

sentenes should be used.
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• There should be a onlusion setion that an be read independently

of the rest of the report.

A general omment on the level of reports is that they should be readable

by a student with your own bakground that has not taken the ourse Models

of Mehanis.

Finally, reports should be written and worked out independently by eah

student. Obviously, partiipants of the ourse an (and should) ommuniate

and disuss the problems treated, but lak of individual ahievement and

understanding is usually easy to spot.

9 Tutorials

Handwritten solutions for tutorials should, with some exeptions, have ar-

rived outside the teahers o�e 12.00 the day before the tutorial.

Tutorial 1

As a preparation for this tutorial, hand in solutions for

• Exerise 1: Write down a omplete model that you know from pre-

vious studies. Preferably it should be a di�erential equation that one

solves to get an answer. What is the data and what is the answer?

What about boundary or initial onditions? �M:are� may think of bar

and beam equations and linear elastiity. �Y:are� may want to think

of the heat �ow equation or the wave equation.

• Exerise 2: An equation from mehanis an be

1. A fundamental equation

4

.

2. A partiular law

5

.

3. Something formed by ombining fundamental laws and partiular

laws.

4. Simply a mathematial de�nition, whih is not really an equation

in the sense that it inludes no new physial ontent.

4

Fundamental (or universal, or general) equations are those that are based solely on

the three universal priniples:

(a) �Kraftbalans�

(b) �Momentbalans�

() �Massans bevarande�

5

Partiular laws are those that tells us how the fores work in di�erent physial situ-

ations, e.g., di�erent partiular laws are needed to distinguish between a solid body and

a �uid body. Partiular laws an also be said to be everything extra besides fundamental

equations that are needed to form a omplete problem.
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Look up some equations that you have been told about in previous

ourses and see if you an make out whih of the above ategories they

belong to. Some suggestions may be the equation de�ning a Newtonian

�uid, Newton's law of gravitation, the di�erential equation for bending

of a beam, the law of frition fores, the ontinuity equation, et.

Tutorial 2

As a preparation for this tutorial, hand in solutions for

• Exerise 4.1

• Exerise 4.9: (Use artesian oordinates.)

Tutorial 3 (Computer session)

The third tutorial onerns the home assignment �Central fore motion for

hypothetial gravitational laws�. Prepare the following, that you do not have

to hand in before the session:

• Formulate the equations of motion (Two 2'nd order ODE's). (Use

artesian oordinates.)

• Rewrite these as a system of 1'st order ODE's.

• Make sure you are well aquainted with the ODE-solver in MATLAB.

Consult for instane a MATLAB user guide or the brief introdution

by P.W. Christensen (handed out on request).

Tutorial 4

Hand in solutions for the following:

• Prove that the following equations are orret:

∂et(s)

∂s
= κ(s)en(s) (7)

and

∂en(s)

∂s
= −κ(s)et(s). (8)

You may follow the derivation in the textbook.

• Make a derivation of (prove)

∂h

∂t
+

∂

∂x
((h+ h0)v) = 0, (9)

whih is one of the equations of the assignment on the shallow �ow

equations. Be sure to list assumptions leading to this equation.
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• Make a derivation of (prove)

∂v

∂t
+ v

∂v

∂x
+ g

∂h

∂x
= 0, (10)

whih is one of the equations of the assignment on the shallow �ow

equations. Be sure to list assumptions leading to this equation.

Tutorial 5 (Computer session)

This tutorial onerns the home assignment �Comparison between a Timo-

shenko beam and an Euler-Bernoulli beam�.

Tutorial 6

The full nonlinear shallow water �ow problem (eqs. (2) and (3)) reads

∂

∂t

(

h
v

)

= −
(

v h+ h0
g v

)

∂

∂x

(

h
v

)

−
(

∂h0

∂x
v

0

)

. (11)

Linearizing around v = h = 0 gives

∂

∂t

(

h
v

)

= −
(

0 h0
g 0

)

∂

∂x

(

h
v

)

. (12)

• Solve (12) analytially for h0 =onstant. That is, derive D'Alamberts
solution. Identify from this solution the wave speed and ompare to

reports of the reent tsunami.

• Introdution of dimensionless variables has many advantages. (1) Nu-

merial omputations beome better onditioned. (2) You solve the

problem in one shot for a whole family of data. Introdue the follow-

ing dimensionless variables

x̄ =
x

ℓ
, t̄ =

tυ

ℓ
, v̄ =

v

υ
, h̄ =

hg

υ2
, h̄0 =

h0g

υ2
,

where ℓ and υ are numbers with dimension length and veloity, re-

spetively. Rewrite (11) in dimensionless form. Note how, when

h0 =onstant, it is favorable to let υ =
√
gh0.

Tutorial 7 (Computer session)

This tutorial onerns the home assignment �Shallow water equations�. Noth-

ing needs to be handed in beforehand, but you should be will prepared.
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